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Some of physics is easy, some of it is difficult. 
Magnetism is difficult. Albert Einstein in 1921
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Presentation Notes
The question when talking about magnetism and magnetic materials is where to start. Magnetism begins with the spin on the electron and orbital angular moments. However, if we start here then in 30 mins we would still be a long way from making any measurements. So, I will take a materials science apparoash rather than a physics approach and begin by defining different types of materials in terms of susceptibility. I should also say at this point that the units of magnetism are confusing, misuseded and missunderstood – not least by me . So I will appologise now before I start for playing somewhat fast and lose with units as we go along. 



Diamagnetic
Paramagnetic
Ferromagnetic*
Superparamagnetic

M

HSusceptibility

mχ = M/H
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Xm is dimensionless quantity that indicates the degree of magnetisation of a material in response to an applied magnetic field. 

The little m is used to distinguish magnetic from electrical susceptibility. 

M is the magnetisation (magnetic dipole moment per unit volume) in A/m
H is the magnetic field strength – also in A/m

3 material exhibit positive susceptibility, 1 has a negative susceptibility.



M

H

mχ ~ -1 ×
 

10-5

In 1778, Sebald Justinus Brugmans observed 
that bismuth and antimony were repelled by magnetic fields.

The term diamagnetism was coined by 
Michael Faraday in1845
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Diamagnetism is the property of an object which causes it to create a magnetic field in opposition to an externally applied magnetic field, thus causing a repulsive effect. Specifically, an external magnetic field alters the orbital velocity of electrons around their nuclei, thus changing the magnetic dipole moment. According to Lenz's law, these electrons will oppose the magnetic field changes provided by the applied field. The result is that lines of magnetic flux curve away from the material. In most materials, diamagnetism is a weak effect, but under conditions of superconductivity, which only some materials may obtain, a strong quantum effect can emerge wherein the lines are completely blocked, excluding a very thin layer at the material’s surface.

Materials that are said to be diamagnetic are those that are usually considered by non-physicists to be non-magnetic, and include water, wood, most organic compounds such as petroleum and some plastics, and many metals including copper, particularly the heavy ones with many core electrons, such as mercury, gold and bismuth.

In low to moderate fields the susceptibility is linear, but at very high fields some saturation can take place.
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Superdiamagnetism only really occurs at low temperatures. It was identified in 1933 by Walter Meissner.



Pyrolytic graphite
In a field of about 0.5 T

A live frog in 16 Tesla at
Radboud University Nijmegen, 
Netherlands
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What is interesting about diamagnetism is that you can have a stable equilibrium – unlike with parammagnets and ferromagnets – and therefore if the material is sufficiently diamagnetic and the magnetic field is sufficiently strong then diamagnetic samples can float above a magnet. 



Louis Georges Gouy
1854-1926

Solvay Conference 1913
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The traditional technique, developed by Gouy, employs a conventional laboratory balance and large permanent magnets. The magnets remain stationary while the sa

mple is caused to move, giving apparent gain or loss in sample weight.

The box is to ensure a stable temperature and to remove the effects of any air currents.

The techniques greatest weakness is the requirement for quite a lot of sample and the need to have a very even packing density for the material. It is also only as accurate as the balance.

The propagation velocity of light waves in dispersive media.
Propagation of spherical waves of small radius.
Distant diffraction (angles of dispersion reaching 150°)
Electrostatics: Inductive capacity of dielectrics
Effect of the magnetic field on the discharge in rarefied gases
Electrocapillarity
Emission capacity of absorbent of the coloured flames
Brownian motion
Measurement of magnetic susceptibility of transition metal complexes with Gouy balance
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All ferromagnets are paramagnets 
above their Curie temperature
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Paramagnetic materials have a small, positive susceptibility to magnetic fields. These materials are slightly attracted by a magnetic field and the material does not retain the magnetic properties when the external field is removed. Paramagnetic properties are due to the presence of some unpaired electrons, and from the realignment of the electron paths caused by the external magnetic field. Paramagnetic materials include magnesium, molybdenum, lithium, and tantalum.

Paramagnets show straightline susceptibility at moderate temperaure and in moderate fields. In high fields they tend to saturate, but these are very high fields in the 10s of Tesla.
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A trickle of liquid oxygen is deflected by a magnetic field, illustrating its paramagnetic property



χ(T)

T  (K)0

( )
T
CT ~χ

Curie’s Law
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susceptibility χ of paramagnetic materials is inversely proportional to their temperature.
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In a Faraday balance the the magnetic field is deliberately made to be inhomogeneous. The pole pieces are shaped so that the field gradient in the z direction is constant. In this case the packing doesn’t matter and the force depends only on the total mass of sample present. The force is usually measured as a weight change using a torsion balance.

This example is equipped with a cryostat so that temperature-dependent measurements can be made. So we can check to see whther a paramagnetic material obeys Curie’s.
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mχ ~ high
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Ferromagnetism is a property not just of the chemical make-up of a material, but of its crystalline structure and microscopic organization. There are ferromagnetic metal alloys whose constituents are not themselves ferromagnetic, called Heusler alloys, named after Fritz Heusler. Conversely there are non-magnetic alloys, such as types of stainless steel, composed almost exclusively of ferromagnetic metals.



Superparamagnetic limit

5 nm

Single domain particle size

0.1‐0.2 um

Natural domain size

0.3‐10 um

Domains within grainsFerromagnetismFerromagnetism



M

H

mχ ~ less than ferromagnets, 
more than paramagnets

• Superparamagnetism is below Tc

• Superparamagnetism is below 5-50 nm

τN

 

is the Néel relaxation time

τ0

 

is characteristic of the material

K is the magnetic anisotropy energy 

V is the
 

volume

kB is the Boltzmann constant

T is the temperature
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Superparamagnetism is a form of magnetism, which appears in small ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic nanoparticles.

In sufficiently small nanoparticles, magnetization can randomly flip direction under the influence of temperature.

To is typically 10-9 of a second

This length of time can be anywhere from a few nanoseconds to years or much longer. 

Néel relaxation time is an exponential function of the grain volume, which explains why the flipping probability becomes rapidly negligible for bulk materials or large nanoparticles. 







Measuring 
superparamagnetic 
ferrite nanoparticles



Production of barium ferrite
iron (III) nitrate (Fe(NO3)3・9H2O)

barium nitrate (Ba(NO3)2)

Temperatures: 150 to 290 ◦C

Times:  0‐10 h

10‐nm ferrite

100‐nm ferrite 

5‐um ferrite



Barium ferrite (approx. 10 nm)

D Primc, Dept. Materials Synthesis, IJS

Barium ferriteBarium ferrite



Barium ferrite (approx. 100 nm)

D Primc, Dept. Materials Synthesis, IJS

Barium ferriteBarium ferrite

D Primc, Dept. Materials Synthesis, IJSM Soderžnik, Dept. Nanostructured Materials, IJS



Strontium ferrite (approx. 5 um)

Strontium ferriteStrontium ferrite

M Soderžnik, Dept. Nanostructured Materials, IJS



VibratingVibrating--sample magnetometersample magnetometer
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A vibrating sample magnetometer or VSM is a scientific instrument that measures magnetic properties, invented in 1955 by Simon Foner at Lincoln Laboratory MIT. The paper about his work was published shortly afterward in 1959[1] A sample is placed inside a uniform magnetic field to magnetize the sample. The sample is then physically vibrated sinusoidally, typically through the use of a piezoelectric material. Commercial systems use linear actuators of some form, and historically the development of these systems was done using modified audio speakers, though this approach was dropped due to the interference through the in-phase magnetic noise produced, as the magnetic flux through a nearby pickup coil varies sinusoidally. The induced voltage in the pickup coil is proportional to the sample's magnetic moment, but does not depend on the strength of the applied magnetic field. In a typical setup, the induced voltage is measured through the use of a lock-in amplifier using the piezoelectric signal as its reference signal. By measuring in the field of an external electromagnet, it is possible to obtain the hysteresis curve of a material.



Play the VSM .avi 

(if there is enough time)



Magnetic characterisation

VSM Vibrating Sample Magnetometer ‐
 

Lakeshore 
 For measuring hard and soft magnetic materials. Temperature range 20K‐1073K

 Sample size: up to 7x7x7 mm
 Sensitivity: 5x10‐6

 

emu
 Reproducibility: 0.7%

 Maximum applied field: 2.2 Tesla
 Operating atmospheres: air, N2

 

, H2

 

, Ar



(emu/g)

(‐H)

Barium ferriteBarium ferrite



(emu/g)

(‐H)

Barium ferriteBarium ferrite



(emu/g)

(‐H)

Strontium ferriteStrontium ferrite



(emu/g)

(‐H)

FerritesFerrites



Silicon carbide bone 
replacements



SiC + B4C (0.5%) and C (3%)

No harmful metals like Ti, Ni and Co

Replace part of the bone subject to a
lot of stress

Import for MRI that it is non-magnetic

K Rade, Dept. Nanostructed Materials, IJS



2100 C

2 hours

Vacuum sinter

10 C/m

B Podmiljšak, Dept. Nanostructed Materials, IJS



SiC Sample + holder Sample holder

SiC Sample



We have 3 basic types of non-magnetic 
material

Measurements are based on F or induced V

Magnetic measurements are important for 
characterisation

We can succesfully measure very weakly 
magnetic materials





Microstructural characterisation

JSM7600F



Hci‐H
[kA/m]
[kOe]

+ H

Ms

Br

 
[mT

 

(or T)]
[kG]

Hcb

BHmax
[kJ/m3]
[MGOe]

Typical
10 kOe

796 kA/m

Typical
1.1 T
11 kG

Typical
280 

 
kJ/m3

35 MGOe

FerromagnetsFerromagnets
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